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Recently Floratos, Illopolos and and Tiktopoulos offered

SU{°°) Yang-Mills iYM) theories [1] which came from the study on

membrane theories [2]. We consider. In this paper. the

compacti f Jcatlon on torus in the SU(<a) YM theory. A special form

of configuration of gauge field on torus Is examined. The vacuum

energy and thermodynamlc potential In the presence of fermlons

coupled with the YM theory in this situation are derived and

possible symmetry breaking Is Investigated.

In order that our discussion should be self-contained, we

start with a brief review of SU<«) YM theory [1]. We denote the

dimension of space-time as I). The gauge fields are given by the

functions which depend on the D-dlmenslonal coordinates xn as

well as the coordinates of "sphere"i 9 and 4;

The compactlflcatlon on torus in SU(eo) Yang-Mills <YM) theory

Is considered. A special form of configuration of gauge field on

torus is examined. The vacuum energy and free energy In the

presence of Tertnions coupled with this background in the theory

are derived and possible symmetry breaking is investigated.

where Y ore the spherical harmonics on S'. Note that the sum

over S starts with 1-1.

The field strength Is defined as

Fn« = 3nAN-3-An.(Ar.A-). (2)

where the bracket of two functions f and s Is defined as

a r flc a r ac
r t IT } e ...f*' 'in , 1-i— IT a.-- (3)

The sequential operation of the bracket satisfies the Jacob 1

Identity:

•JSPS fellow.
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<<f.gKh>«{<h,n,g>«Ug,h).f)=u. (4)

where f,g and h are functions of fl and *.

The gauge transformation of gauga field Is given by

«An - 3n« * {An.ifl . (B)

At the same time the transformation of the field strength follows

It:

JFnN - {F»K,»). (6)

The YM field equation Is

DnF"" = 3«F"» • (An,F"«(. (7)

For later use, we Introduce the matter field p(xo*) Ln the

"adjoint representation". This field transforms as

IV ' <*.«>), (8)

and obeys the field equation

DnD"(C - n'v> - 0, (9)

where m Is the mass of y field, y is assumed to have the

coupling with the gauge field only.

In the analysis here a set of spherical harmonics Is chosen

as a basis of generators. One can write the bracket relation as

«"•"V \ « T f * '" Y (10)

where f Is the "structure constant". The bracket corresponds to

the commutation for generators of usual groups.

We can find the Cartan subolgebra ln this basis: If we pick

up the sperical harmonics with m«0, then the followings are

trivially led;

0. (11)

Next we consider space-time compactifIcation. We consider

M°"' xSl ((D-l)-dimensional Minkowskl space-tltnexcircle) as the

background space-time. The periodicity with respect to the

coordinate on the circle gives rise to the "Kaluza-Klein" excited

states[3]. Furthermore, since Si is a non-slmply connected

manifold, non-trivial Wilson loops can be defined on it[4). In

other words, there are vacuum expectation values of the YM field

on torus (S1) (modulo gauge transformation). They can bring

about symmetry breakdown of gauge groups in ordinary YM gauge

theory(5.6,7,8). Thus the similar mechanisms are extensively

studied ln the context of multidimensional unification theory

[91.

in our model, we first write out the field equation. Setting

the coordinates x"«(xB,y), m»0,1,2,•••,D-2, the equation (7) Is

decomposed to:

» 3.F-" • {A..F-M • 3vFv" • (Ay.F^J . (12)

To obtain the equation of motion for A*, we Impose a gauge

condition 3nAn=0. Further, if we neglect the self-coupling of YM
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fields An. or consider the coupling only to the "background gauge

field" <Av> so as to get a free field equation of motion, we

obtain

a.*A" * 3v*A" + 2{<AV>.3VAM * <<Aw>,{<Av>,A
B}> • 0. (13)

We consider <Ay>=const. as a usual case for arguments for

Wilson loops(4l. and then the background field strength <Fii»>eO

satisfies the equation of motion D«FnN=0 automatically.

Now, we consider how many degrees of freedom <Ai,> possesses.

For an ordinary gauge group such as SlHN) the degree of freedom

is as many as the rank of the group, I.e. the dimension of

Cartan subalgebra. This Is true for an arbitrary dimensional

torus, In other words: suppose T*' belongs to the Cartan

subaigebra. Then we can expand <AV> as

<AV> - S^Ai," '> TB' . (14)

This form guarantees vanishing field strength automatically

especially on a higher-dimensional torus.

We assume <AV> can be expanded in terms of the basis of the

Cartan subalgebra even In tht SU(«) YM theory. That Is to say,

by using components of the field, it follows

In a generic case, the field equation for a component field

An becomes a set of simultaneous infinite number of equations:

>ASjm- 0. (16)

where thr summations over Ai. A? and Jlj ure Implicit, while the

sura over m Is unnecessary because of the "selection rule" for the

quantum number.

To simplify the equations, we can take a new basis for <AV>

<AV> •

In this basis, the bracket operation between <AV> and An can be

rewritten by

(18)" 5' Sm*m < v

Thus, the use of the well-known formula for multiplication of

Y's [10]

makes the component equations simpler. In the above expression



(AiQiAzins I Asm a) denotes the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient in the

standard notation.

However, for a general set of <Ai,*'>'s, we also need a

diagonalizatlon of an infinite-dimensional (mass) matrix. In

this paper, rather than giving general discussions. we

Investigate the case for a specific form of <AV> in detail. We

consider the following case:

<A(/)> • ••• • 0,(20)

where » Is s constant and L Is the length of the circumference of

the extraspace s>. This Is the only case that the mass matrix Is

(already) diagonal.

Since An can be expanded In Fourier series with respect to

the S'-eoordinate, I.e.,

L) . (21)

We can make up the field equation for each excited mode:

j - m*»« A?™11" 0 . (22)

Therefore the mass-square of Al™Kln (D-l) dimensions is given by

(23)

A i

where J* and m are integers.

Based on this mass spectrum, we can evaluate the one-loop

racuum energy. The vacuum energy In the SU(cs) YM theory is

seemingly anticipated to diverge because of an Infinite number of

'component fields". As for our particular model, we can first

suppose that the component fields which have the label JWN-1, for

i finite Integer N, in this situation, the number of

corresponding generators are

m - i , (24)

ind the number of generators which belong to the Cartan

subalgebra Is N-l. These are precisely coincident with the case

of SU(N) group.

According to the usual prescription [4,5.6,8). the one-loop

vacuum energy is given formally as

where Vo-t Is the (D-l)-dimenslonal volume of the system. Using

Jacob I s imaginary transformation [11) and regularizing E.ic by

discarding an infinity, this reduces to

E v l < . (D-2)V»-i L r ( D / 2 ) g A _ 1 sln^Nko/2) . j ] ( 2 6 )

Here finite summations have been performed. In the limit N-*»,

E.,, diverges only at »-0 modulo 2jt. This fact can be easily

seen from taking a limit D-m. In the limit the only term with
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k*l In the sum remains. if we assume the vacuum with minimum

energy realizes, the expectation value of e la zero (mod 2it).

(The periodicity of 2?r In e is explained with respect to a proper

gauge transformation [4,7].)

Consequently, in the pure 'M theory under the assumption on

this particular <AW>, gauge symmetry is not broken because <a>=0

and the-e appear (N2-l) massless gauge bosons. Here we should

note that there exsist many local minima in the potential, and

the number of the local minima is N-2 in the range O<0<2x.

Next we consider the matter field coupled to the background

gauge field <Ay>. For a typical example, we examine a

massless Dirac fermion field in the "adjoint representation"

(Recall (8)). For matter fields, we can take a "twisted boundary

condition" In the circle direction. Then we obtain the Fourier

expansion of the field in the following form:

3*y<U • (27)

where I is a constant which represents the "twtst". The mass

spectrum is modified as

(28)

where k and m are Integers.

The one-loop vacuum energy Is expressed a&

E,. .(fermion) . -|||-L

(29)

where NF IS the number or fermions, and after regularlzatlon we

obtain

c(fermlon)
Ni2"""Vi)- i L r(l)/2)x

slng[Nk»/2)
slnE(k»/2) - 1 (30)

Note the over-all sign of Ev•c(fermlon).

In the case with 5=0, provided that NF IS enough large to

overcome the contribution from YM fields, It Is possible to eet

the non-vanlshlng vacuum gauge field expectation value at finite

N and even after taking the limit N-*>. The minima of

E.tdfermlon) are located at »"2*p/N, p»l,---,N-l. The lowest

energy of (degenerate) vacua Is then

-r(D/2U(D) , (31)

where t(z) Is the zeta function.

The vacuum energy, or the effective potential for e. has an

Infinite number of degenerate minima In the limit N*».

Many massive fermions appear when o is located at any minima

according to the spectrum (28). on the other hand, symmetry

breaking pattern is rather complicated in the case of finite N.

When »"2*/N. there remains only (N-l)-massless vector bosons
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associated with the generators of the Cartan subalgebra. Thus

the symmetry breakdown such as Sl)(N)-»[U< 1) ]" Is expected.

However, for general finite N and for general minima of fls2jip/N,

we see more massless gauge bosons. For example, suppose N«4 and

the vacuum with p-2. Tlic state with k-t und m-2 (£-2 or 3) tn

the spectrum (23) becomes massless. Then the resulting symmetry

can be larger than 1U(1)]N. If N i.y a prime number, this

"accidental" symmetry does not emerge In any vacuum associated

with »»<2x/N)x(lnteger). If we take N-MJ, ».e can say that the

minima of the vacuum energy as a function of tf are located at

every point of 2**0., where Q Is a rational number, 0«Q<2u.

The free energy can be calculated In a similar way to obtain

Evic IS). The technique Is the same as the one In ref.[12|,

which takes the lmaclnary-time direction as a circle. One finds

the following expression for the free energy F(fermion) with the

fermlon fields considered above;

F(fermlon)

2»t, .?. (L«k«4««n«)"" 1 slnMko/2) " ] IJ • < 3 2 >

where e is the Inverse of temperature.

For I'O. or » at near 0. and sufficiently large I), no phase

transition Is expected to occur as long as the form of <AV> Is

constrained to our ansatz. That is because what determines the

shape of the "potential" for e is the term with k=l In the sum.

For the case with 5 tQkcs the value near jr/2 and In low

dimensions, the k«l term does not necessarily dominate in the

summation, and then the shape of the potential for ft Is modified

even at zero temperature, In addition, the phase transition can

take places [8|.

In conclusion, we see that gauge symmetry breaking In SU(=)

YM theory is feasible under the assumption with a special form of

configuration of gauge field on the extra S1 and in the presence

of fermion fields. We did not persue the possibility of phase

transition in the case with the matter fields of special twisted

bounary condition on S1. We want to report the effect of general

twist and dimensionality of space-time In effective potential for

more simple group such as SU(3) elsewhere. For SU(») ¥M theory,

we must consider general form of <AV> by executing

diagonalizatlon of the lnflnlte-dlmensional mass mar.ris from the

beginning, otherwise, we might miss the existence of other

minima or vacua with lower energy, as In the problem of Hlg?s

potentials [13]. The construction of other "representation" than

the "'adjoint representation" is also an interesting task. We

hope to investigate the above subjects In relation to the vicuum

energy and the spontaneous symmetry breaking.
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